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The thermal conductivity of ferromagnetic dielectrics is considered in the hydrodynamic approxima
tion for two limiting cases, taking into account the interaction of magnons with phonons. In the case 
T « ®}/®c {where ®Dis the Debye temperature, ®c the Curie temperature) it is shown that, although 
the heat transfer under the conditions considered is mainly due to magnons, the viscosity of the 
magnon-phonon gas may be determined by the phonons. If T » ®b/®c, the thermal conductivity is of 
a phonon nature and the viscosity of a magnon nature. In both cases, allowance for magnon-phonon 
interaction modifies the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity coefficient. 

IN sufficiently pure ferromagnetic dielectrics and at 
low temperatures, when the normal collisions between 
quasiparticles are more probable than collisions accom
panied by losses of quasimomentum, the gas of quasi
particles behaves like a viscous liquid and is described 
by equations similar to the equations of ordinary hydro
dynamics. In this case, as Gurzhi has shown, [1 J the 
thermal conductivity of the bounded samples can be re
garded as the Poiseuille flow of the magnon gas. Re
cently, Tsarev[2 J evidently observed experimentally the 
hydrodynamic thermal conductivity in thin specimens of 
the ferromagnet CrBra. 

Phonons are not usually taken into account in the 
consideration of the thermal conductivity of ferromag
nets in the hydrodynamic approximation in the low tem
perature region, since the heat is transferred chiefly by 
the magnons. [1J However, under definite conditions, as 
will be shown below, the viscosity of the magnon-phonon 
gas can be determined by the phonons, and the heat 
capacity by the magnons. In the other limiting case, 
when the heat capacity is connected with the phonons, 
the viscosity is determined by the magnons. In both 
cases, account of the magnon-phonon interaction leads 
to a change in the curve of the temperature dependence 
of the coefficient of thermal conductivity. As Gurzhi 
and Konotorovich[sJ have shown, a similar situation is 
possible for electrons and phonons in metals with differ
ent numbers of electrons and holes. 

In the following, we shall limit ourselves, for sim
plicity, to the isotropic dispersion law for magnons and 
phonons: 

e(p) = 9c(ap /li) 2 +eo, eo= flf!Mo, 

Q(q) = sq, s = 8na/ li, 
(1) 

where E(p), p and G(q), q are the dispersion laws and the 
quasimomenta of the magnons and the corresponding 
phonons, ®c and ®n are the Curie and Debye tempera
tures, s the sound velocity, a the lattice constant, ll the 
Bohr magneton, {3 the constants of anisotropicity, Mo 
the equilibrium magnetization. 

In the spin subsystem, the normal collisions between 
magnons can be connected both with four-particle ex
change and with three-particle relativistic interactions. 

Normal collisions in the phonon subsystem are due to 
three-particle interactions between phonons. Theoreti
cal estimates lead to the following expressions for the 
probabilities of the processes enumerated above (see, 
for example, [1,4 J): 

w<•>=-1-~~(_I_-_• ll'(")= _1_~ (J.L!lfo)'(_I_'''• (2) 
" T!!> /i, <:>c ) ' " T\:> li8c <:lc } ' 

e0 ~T, 

wtheor= _1_~ 8v ..!'!E_f_I_)• 
PP Tpp /i, llfs• \ 8v ' 

where M is the atomic mass. 
Interaction of the magnons with the phonons takes 

place as the result of Cerenkov radiation or the absorp
tion of a phonon by a magnon and is possible only if 
v 2: s or in other units, £(p) 2: ®b/4®c (v = B£/Bp is the 
velocity of the magnon). The corresponding probabilities 
have the form:[4 J 

a) for longitudinal phonons 

8n2 

if eo~T~Sc; 
(2a) 

b) for transverse phonons 

W Sn Eln ( T )''• 1.f 8n2 

•P - h Jl!s2 Elc ' ~~ T. (2b) 

(In both cases, Wps = Wsp(®n/T®c)312.) 

However, better agreement with experiment is ob
tained for the phonon-phonon interaction with the depen
dence T\ i.e., [sJ 

w;~P -(T/8n) 4. (3) 

1. Let the magnon heat capacity exceed the phonon 
one, i.e., Cs/Cp ~ (®b/T®c)312 » 1, and let the free 
path lengths of the quasiparticles satisfy the inequalities 

l~s « l~s « d « l~, zJ, where the index N denotes 
normal collisions and V collisions accompanied by non
conservation of the quasimomentum; d is the transverse 
dimension of the sample. The region of hydrodynamic 
thermal conductivity generally consists of two tempera
ture intervals: in one of them the normal collisions are 
determined by exchange interactions, and in the other 
by relativistic interactions between magnons. [1J 
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If T » To, where To=® (f.l.Mo/®c )41\ and exchange 
interactions predominate, then, to obtain the hydro
dynamic equations with account of viseosity, one must 
substitute the solution of the set of kinetic equations for 
magnons and phonons, obtained with accuracy up to first 
order, inclusive, in the relations 

div({pivf); + {q;sN);)= {p;/,.v{f})> + (.q)p'"{N});, 

div ( { Ev/} + { QsN )>) = 0, div{ vi}= { J,~3J { f} ); , 
where 

{<ll(p)}= ~aS dp<ll(Il), {'l'{fJ)}= ~3 J dq'l'{q), 

(4) 

fJ" and ~V are the magnon and phonon collision integrals, 

which are accompanied by losses in quasimomentum, 
but which conserve the energy and the number of quasi
particles, ~~~is the integral of magnon-magnon rela
tivistic interactions. The relations (4) express the 
laws of conservation of quasimomentum densities, en
ergy and number of magnons in the stationary case. 

In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the simplest 
case of a plate, the thickness of which is small in com
parison with its length and width, since the results in 
the hydrodynamic region are but little sensitive to the 
shape of the transverse cross section of the sample. UJ 

We choose the x axis in the direction of the constant 
temperature gradient and the z axis perpendicular to 
the surface of the plate. For an approximate solution of 
the set of kinetic equations, we make use of the 
Chapman-Enskog method. [3 ' 61 As is known, the zeroth 
approximation leads to the drift solutions: 

[ ( e-pu-1\[-t) ]-1 f 0>= exp -1 
T(1 +<1) ' 

r ( Q- qu ) 1-1 
N<">= exp 1'(1-f-l'l)- -1 , 

(5) 

where u = (u(z), 0, 0) is the drift velocity, .J = J(x) is 
the relative temperature change, and Ofl the non
equilibrium chemical potential of the magnons. Accord
ing to the Chapman-Enskog method, the energy densities 
of the quasimomentum, energy and magnons are com
pletely determined by the functions of the zeroth ap
proximation, i.e., 

Pl\iO = (pj<i>); + (qN(i>}, E6;o = {efil); + {QN<i>)>, N,6;o = (fi>);. 

In the case of a quadratic dispersion law for the 
magnons, it follows from (4) and (6) that1> 

( ({l;l {t<"'}) > = - <~c~'~l-l = 0, 6J.L = 0, .. 
where 

<<JJ(pJ> =--~Jr r/p(!J{p)--o~-
h3 i)c 

(6) 

The set of kinetic equations has the following form in 
first approximation: 

ofo iJu -N { I} -N {/(1) N<lJ} -Dep,.v,---;;;:=1, j< l +Isp ; , 

(7) 

l)Jn the case of an arbitrary dispersion law for the magnons, the 
equation for fiJ.L will be: (vivj) fi 2 fiJ.L/fixifiXj = (l)fiJ.L/r~i> X r\il, whence 
it follows that the relaxation of fiJ.L takes place over distances zX = 

Jz~~> t<!>. 

Here fN = f< 4 > + f< 3 > fN i~ fN denote the linearized ss ss ss' sp' -ps' lPP 
integrals of normalized collisions between quasiparti
cles, the explicit form of which, and also the corre
sponding matrix elements, can be found, for example, 
in the monograph [?J. Terms which do not depend on the 
coordinates, and which therefore are unimportant for 
the subsequent considerations, are omitted from these 
equations. 

The set (7) forms a set of linear inhomogeneous in
tegral equations. The general solution of the corre
sponding homogeneous set is known: f<o> and N<o>; 
therefore, we must find only the particular solution f< 1> 
and N< 1>, which is conveniently sought in the form 

(4) iJfo au ( e ) f(l>=- 'l'ss -p,v,-qJ ---;- ' 
iJs iJz 1 

aNo au ( Q) ]\"(1)=-Tps-qxs,-ljl -.· · 
3Q az T 

(8) 

For the unknown functions cp(E/T) and 1/J(O/T), we obtain 
the following set of integral equations, with accuracy to 
within numerical coefficients of the order of unity: 

- j(~l {cp}- Jl~~ ( ~: r~e-<~•k!v {rp} + ~-2k!~ {ljl} = xeXfo2 (x). (9) 

In the following, we shall not need the explicit form of 
the remaining operators. 

K~!J {rp} =I d.r' dx" V x" (ll xx' + )'x" I x + x'- x" 1 )2. 
0 X 

X [1 + /o(x)] [1 + !o (x') ]/o (x")/0 (x + x'- x") { X<p(x) + x'q: (x') 

- x"<p(.r")- (x + x'- x")rp(x + x'- x")}. 

We set ®n 1:::: 3 X 102 °K, ®c 1:::: 5 X 102 °K, JJ.Mo ~ 1 °K, 
M ~ 10-22 g, s 2 ~:::: 1011 cm2/sec2 • (The values of the 
parameters have been chosen with the condition that the 
mean velocity of the magnons, vT ~:::: ah-1v'T®c was close 
to the velocity of sound.) Then the coefficients in front 

of the operators Kifs• K~p and K~~ are small for ~ > 3. 

So ~ar as the coefficient ~ -4e ~ 14 , which appears in front 
of ~P' is concerned, it is small if 3 :s ~ :s 50. In the 

N N 
case ~ 2: 50 ford~ 0.1 em, lps' lpp > d and the hydro-

dynamic approximation for the phonons is less valid, 
although, generally speaking, it remains valid for the 
magnons. From the system (9), with account of the 
properties of the K operators, it follows that the func
tions cp(x) and lj;(y) are of the order of unity in their 
norms. 

When T ~ To and the normal collisions between the 
magnons are determined by three-particle relativistic 
interactions, we seek a solution in the form 

1 (3) il/o iJa ( E ) f()=-Tss -PxVz-'"1 -iJe iJz ,. T ' 

I aNo au ( Q) 
N< >=- Tps OQ q,,s,&IJll -T . 

(10) 

For the unknown functions cp 1(x) and l/J 1(y), we obtain the 
set of integral equations 
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_ [-<,> 1 , \ _ ~E...{~£_)2 (8n)"--1 _ pr { } _,_ t-2i·H {. \ __ ,1 '() '"' •'Pu ills" \fl-Mo (:)c t;'•e<'• '•v 'l't I ~ "•P ~.,, --xe o x • 
(11) 

where 

K;,<3l= jax' r-'1> [1 +- f0 (x)] [1 +- f0 (x') ]/0 (x +_ x') {xq; (x) + x'q; (x') 
0 

00 

-(x+x')q;(x+x')} +- J dx'x-'"[1+-fo(x)]fo(x')fo(x-x'){xq;(x) 
u 

-x'<p(x')-(x-x')q;(x-x')}. 

Since the set (11) is valid for the condition ~ » ~ 0 , 

where ~ o = (9D/ec) 2(®c/f-lMo)417, all the coefficients in 
front of the K operators are small if only ~ 0 « ~ ::s 50, 
and the parameters of the material have the numerical 
values given above. Therefore the functions cp 1(x) and 
l/1 l(y) are also of the order of unity in their norms. 

Substituting f = f< 0> + f< 1> and N' 0> + N'1>, where N< 1> 

and f 11 > are determined by the formulas (8) and (10), in 
the first of the relations (4), which expresses the law of 
conservation of quasimomentum, we get the hydro
dynamical equation 

eN} iJ2u u 
a-=v•ff-

ox {)z2 -r,v • 
(12) 

where 
( pve) + ( qsQ) ( q•) ~ ( p•) , 

a= ( p2) 

ff -r,'(p2v2)+-cv,(q2s2)_ !'+szx(TElc)'" 
v e = ) - Vr ss ps c:. 2 ' (p2 oo 

• {-r;!l, T ';:?> T_ o 
-r,= -r;~l, T<To. 

The second and third of the relations (4), which express 
the laws of conservation of energy density and of mag
nons, vanish identically. 

The coefficient of thermal conductivity is defined by 
the relation 

I ' {)f} 
x=-Q T-, 

Dx 

where Q = ((vEf<0 >)) = + ((snN<0 >))"" TCsu is the heat 
flux density. As a result of the solution of Eq. (12), we 
have 

x = C,v,.zeff, (13) 

where 
zeff = [V (1- w--! th w), ['' = VyT,Y, W = 1/2d(veff TsY) -'h. 

The magnons can interact with one another both directly 
and through the phonons. Both mechanisms make a con
tribution to the kinematic viscosity and, therefore, to 
the coefficient of thermal conductivity. We consider the 
limiting cases. 

If w << 1 and T >> To, then, for the numerical values 
of the parameters given above, the viscosity of the 
magnon-phonon gas is determined by the magnons: 

(14) 

where T2 is found from the condition zeff(T2 ) = z¥(T 2). 

When w « 1 and T1 « T «To, where I1 satisfies 
the condition zeff(T 1) = d, the viscosity is associated 
with the phonons: 

d2(EJ0 2)2 [eff=- __ 
lps TEJc ' 

:e 2 
x ~ d2T'hexp{-~}· 

4TElc 
(15) 

Dependence of the thermal conductivity of ferromagnets on the 
temperature in the hydrodynamic region, with account of the inter
action of magnons with phonons. The dashed curve describes the simi
lar dependence without account of the interaction with phonons. (Case 
T ~ E>n> /E>c, where E>n is the De bye temperature and E>c the Curie 
temperature). 

For T << T 1, a Knudsen situation exists for phonons and 
the hydrodynamic approximation remains valid only for 
magnons, since 1~3~ = a(®c/f-LMo)2 «d. Therefore, 

zetf=d2j!;;>, x~d2T2, eo~T~T~. (16) 

Finally, if T << Eo, the thermal conductivity is deter
mined by the phonons, since that of the magnons is ex
ponentially small. 

The results (14)- (16) have a simple physical mean
ing. Under the influence of the normal collisions, the 
quasiparticle undergoes a random walk, which increases 
the effective free path length between two collisions with 
losses of quasimomentum. According to the formulas 
of Brownian motion, the path followed by the particles 
between two collisions with the boundaries amounts to 
d2/ZN, where zN is the greatest of the lengths associated 
with normal collisions in each temperature range. The 
factor (e}/T®c) 2 takes into account the contribution of 
the phonons in comparison with the magnons. 

When w » 1, we have zeff -z¥ and the momentum 
loss is due to processes of transport and scattering by 
impurities and lattice defects. In this case, the thermal 
conductivity falls off with increase in T by an exponen
tial law if the transport processes predominate, l 7 l and 
in nonmonotonic fashion when the principal role is 
played by scattering from defects. lBJ 

The qualitative path of the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity in the considered temperature range is 
drawn in the figure (continuous curve). For comparison, 
the dashed curve shows a similar dependence, without 
consideration of the phonons. 

It should be noted that the results given above remain 
in force if the experimental value is used for the proba
bility of phonon-phonon collisions (3). 

2. Now letT » e!/®c and, consequently, the heat 
capacity is determined by phonons, while the free path 
lengths satisfy the inequalities l~p « l~p « d « z~. zy. 
The expression for the kinematic viscosities in this 
case can be shown to have the form 

(17) 

It follows from (17) that the viscosity associated with 
magnons exceeds the phonon viscosity by a factor 
T®c/®b. The coefficient of thermal conductivity in the 
hydrodynamic region is equal to 

X= C,szerf ~ a'T1, zeff = (dl- /l,pN) (Tee I Elo2)2. (18) 

The author is grateful toR. M. Gurzhi and V. M. 
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Kontorovich for discussion of the results of the re
search and for useful comments. 
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